
Introduction to Programming 
Exercise 4 

 

 

Question 1 

The farmer John Mendel grows roses in different colors and sells them to shops around the 

country. Usually, he grows red roses in the first line of his greenhouse, dark-pink roses in the 

second line, pink roses in the third line, etc. However, this year he hired a new assistant who 

mixed-up all the plants so all different-colored roses grew all over the greenhouse.  

 

a. Write a script called orderRose that will help farmer Mendel bring order to his greenhouse: 

 Create a matrix called messRose of size 20x30 containing random integers between 0 

and 4. The numbers in this matrix represent the color of each rose in the greenhouse 

(0=white, 1=light pink, 2=pink, 3=dark pink, 4=red) 

 Define a matrix called newPlaceRose of the same size as messRose, and use "switch" 

command to fill it with the following values: 

o If the color of the (i,j) rose in the messRose matrix is white then  

the (i,j) element of ‘newPlaceRose’ should be 5. 

o If the color of the (i,j) rose in the messRose matrix is light-pink then  

the (i,j) element of ‘newPlaceRose’ should be 4. 

o If the color of the (i,j) rose in the messRose matrix is pink then  

the (i,j) element of ‘newPlaceRose’ should be 3. 

o If the color of the (i,j) rose in the messRose matrix is dark-pink then  

the (i,j) element of ‘newPlaceRose’ should be 2. 

o If the color of the (i,j) rose in the messRose matrix is red then  

the (i,j) element of ‘newPlaceRose’ should be 1. 

Explanation: the "newPlaceRose" matrix tells farmer Mendel where in the greenhouse 

to put each rose, so red roses (color = 4) belong in the first line in the greenhouse, dark-

pink roses (color = 3) belong in the second line in the greenhouse, etc.  

For example, if messRose is 
0 3 4

2 1 0

 
 
 

 than newPlaceRose should be 
5 2 1

3 4 5

 
 
 

 

 



b. Write another program called orderRoseB that does the same thing but without using 

‘for’, ‘if’, ‘switch’ or ‘while’. In this script name your data matrix messRoseB and your 

results matrix newPlaceRoseB. 

 

 

Question 2 

Write a script called myStats that calculates some statistical measures over a data matrix. 

In your script, do the following: 

a. Create a data matrix called myData of size 200x200 containing random numbers 

between -1000 and 1000. 

b. Create and calculate the following variables (do not make any changes to myData): 

i. matMin – the minimal value in myData (scalar). 

ii. matMax – the maximal value in myData (scalar). 

iii. matSum – summation of all values in myData (scalar). 

iv. matMean – mean of all values in myData (scalar). 

 

- Note: Do not use any Matlab built-in statistics command (such as sum, mean, 

std, min, max, range, etc.). The goal of the exercise is to write your own algorithm to find the 

minimal, maximal and mean values (using loops and conditions). 

 

 

Question 3 

Write a script called mSwitch that does the following:  

o  Create 2 matrices called intMat1 and intMat2: each matrix should be of size 20x36 and 

contain random integers between -2 and 3.  

o  Create a third matrix called dataMat, whose values should be the sum of intMat1 and 

intMat2 (of course, dataMat will also be of size 20x36).  

o   Define a matrix called newMat of the same size as dataMat, and use the "switch" and "for" 

commands to fill it with the following values:  

o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is 5 or 6 then the (i,j) element of newMat should 

      be 50. 



o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is -4 or 4 then the (i,j) element of newMat should 

be 40.  

o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is 3 then the (i,j) element of newMat should be 30.  

o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is -2 or 2 then the (i,j) element of newMat should 

be 20.  

o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is -1 or 1 or -3 then the (i,j) element of newMat 

should be 10.  

o If the (i,j) element of the data matrix is 0 then the (i,j) element of newMat should be 0.  

 

 

Notes: 

 Make sure all your variables have exactly the right names as defined in the 

exercise, including upper/lower cases distinctions. 

 The scripts (.m files) you write should be sent by e-mail to:ex.matlab@gmail.com 

Files should be sent no later than Saturday (17.12.16) / Sunday (18.12.16) 

(according to your tirgul group) - at midnight.  

 Hard copy of your exercise should include printed copies of your scripts. Please 

staple all the sheets together and clearly write your name and ID number on all 

of them.    

The hard copies should be submitted at the beginning of your Tirgul group. 

 

Good Luck! 

mailto:ex.matlab@gmail.com

